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A random fixed point theorem for more general 1-set-contractive random
operators in Frechet spaces is proved. As applications, some random fixed pointÂ
theorems for nonexpansive, semicontractive, and LANE random operators are also
w  . xderived. Thus the results of Itoh J. Math. Anal. Appl. 67 1979 , 261]273 , Lin
w  .Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 123 1995 , 1167]1176; Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 103
 . x w  . x1988 , 1129]1135 , Shahzad J. Math. Anal. Appl. 203 1996 , 712]718 , Tan and
w  . x wYuan Stochastic Anal. Appl. 15 1997 , 103]123 , and Xu Proc. Amer. Math. Soc.
 . x110 1990 , 495]500 , are extended. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic functional analysis has emerged as one of the important
mathematical disciplines in view of its role in dealing with probabilistic
models in applied problems. The study of random operators forms a
central topic in this discipline. The development of a theory of random
operators is required for the study of various classes of random equations.
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The study of random fixed point theorems was initiated by the Prague
school of probabilists in the 1950s. The interest in the generalizations of
random fixed point theorems from self-maps to nonself-maps has been
w x w xrevived after the papers by Sehgal and Waters 19 , Sehgal and Singh 20 ,
w x w x w x w xPapageorgiou 12, 13 , Lin 9, 10 , Xu 25 , Tan and Yuan 22, 23 , Beg and
w x w x w x w xShahzad 2]4 and Shahzad 21 . In particular, Lin 9 , Tan and Yuan 22 ,
w xand Beg and Shahzad 4 studied random fixed points of 1-set-contractive
maps. The class of 1-set-contractive random maps includes condensing,
nonexpansive, and other interesting random maps such as locally almost
 .nonexpansive LANE maps, semicontractive maps, and the sum of a
w xnonexpansive and a completely continuous random map, etc. Shahzad 21
obtained a random fixed point theorem for more general 1-set-contractive
nonself maps in Banach spaces which unifies and extends the work of Itoh
w x w x w x7 , Lin 9, 10 and Xu 25 . The aim of this paper is to further extend the
w xmain result of Shahzad 21 to Frechet spaces. We apply our main result toÂ
derive some random fixed point theorems for nonexpansive, semicontrac-
tive, or LANE random maps.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let V, A be a measurable space with A a sigma algebra of subsets of
V. Let S be a nonempty subset of a Frechet space X. A mapping G:Â
s  4V ª 2 _ f is called measurable if, for each open subset B of
y1 . s y1 .S, G B g A, where 2 is the family of all subsets of X and G B s
  . 4v g V: G v l B / f . A mapping j : V ª S is said to be a measurable
s  4selector of a measurable mapping G: V ª S _ f if j is measurable
 .  .and, for any v g V, j v g G v . A mapping f : V = S ª X is called a
 .random operator if, for each fixed x g S, the map f ?, x : V ª X is
measurable. A measurable map j : V ª S is a random fixed point of a
 .   ..random operator f : V = S ª X if j v s f v, j v for each v g V.
We know that a locally convex topological vector space always assumed
.Hausdorff X is metrizable if and only if X has a countable base of
absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero or, equivalently, X has a
 4countable family of seminorms p that generates the locally convexn
topology on X. We can always assume that p F p , n G 1. A functionn nq1
q  4d: X = X ª R j 0 given by
` c p x y y .n n
d x , y s , .  1 q p x y y .nns1
for x g X, where c ) 0 and ` c - `, defines a metric on X.n ns1 n
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Let B be a nonempty bounded subset of a Frechet space X. Let a beÂ
w  .x . the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness, that is, a B p s inf c )n
0: B can be covered by a finite number of sets whose diameters with
4  w x.respect to p F c cf. Sadovskii 18 . Let S be a nonempty subset of X. An
mapping f : S ª X is called condensing if f is continuous and, for any
w  .x . w   ..x .nonempty bounded subset B of S with a B p ) 0, a f B p -n n
w  .x .a B p for all n G 1. If for each nonempty bounded subset B of S,n
w   ..x . w  .x .a f B p F a B p for all n G 1, then a continuous map f :n n
S ª X is called a 1-set-contractive map. A map f : S ª X is said to be
 4demiclosed at y g X if, for any sequence x in S, the condition x ª x inj j
 .  .S weakly and f x ª y strongly imply f x s y. A random operator f :j
 .V = S ª X is continuous 1-set-contractive, condensing, etc. if the map
 .f v, ? : S ª X is so for each v g V. We denote by I the identity mapping
of X. A random operator f : V = S ª X is said to be weakly inward if, for
 .   ..  . any v g V, f v, x g c l I x for all x g S, where I x s z g X :s s
 . 4z s x q a y y x for some y g S and a G 0 . When S has a nonempty
interior, a random operator f : V = S ª X is said to satisfy the
 .Leray]Schauder condition if there is a point z in int S , the interior of S,
 .depending on v such that
f v , y y x / m y y x , 1 .  .  .
for all y g ­S, the boundary of S, and m ) 1. Throughout this paper, we
shall assume that the interior of S is nonempty whenever f satisfies the
Leray]Schauder condition on S.
Let S be a nonempty bounded subset of a normed space X. A mapping
5  .  .5 5 5f : S ª X is called nonexpansive if f x y f y F x y y for each
x, y g S. A continuous mapping f : S ª X is called LANE locally almost
.nonexpansive if given x g S and « ) 0, there exists a weak neighbour-
 . 5  .hood N of x in S depending also on « such that u, ¨ g N , f u yx x
 .5 5 5f ¨ F u y ¨ q « . A mapping f : S ª X is completely continuous if, for
 4  .  .any x in S such that x ª x weakly in S, f x ª f x strongly in X asj j 0 j 0
j ª `. A continuous mapping f : S ª X is called semicontractive if there
 .  .exists a map V: S = S ª X such that f x s V x, x for x in S, and for
 .  .each fixed x in S, V ?, x is nonexpansive from S to X and V x, ? is
completely continuous from S to X uniformly for x in S, that is, if ¨ j
 4  .converges weakly to x in S and u is a sequence in S, then V u , ¨ yj j j
 . .V u , x ª 0 strongly in S . A random operator f : V = S ª X is said toj
 .be nonexpansive LANE, completely continuous, semicontractive, etc. if,
 . for each v g V, f v, ? is nonexpansive LANE, completely continuous,
.semicontractive, etc. .
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3. MAIN RESULTS
In what follows we need the following random fixed point theorem,
w xwhich is a single-valued version of Beg and Shahzad 1, Theorem 3.1 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a nonempty separable closed subset of a complete
metric space X and let D be a countable dense subset of S. If a continuous
random operator f : V = S ª X satisfies the conditions,
 .  .   .4a G v s x g S: x s f v, x is nonempty for each v g V; and
 .  4   ..b each sequence x : D with d x , f v, x ª 0 has a con¨ergentj j j
subsequence,
then f has a random fixed point.
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be a nonempty weakly compact con¨ex subset of a
separable Frechet space X and let f : V = S ª X be a condensing randomÂ
 .  .operator that is either i weakly inward or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder
 .condition. If , for any v g V, f v, S is bounded, then f has a random fixed
point.
Proof. Define a mapping G: V ª 2S by
G v s x g S : x s f v , x , 4 .  .
w x w xthen, by Polewczak 15, Theorem II.9 and Reich 16, Theorem 3.5 , in both
 .   ..cases, G v is nonempty for each v g V. Now, let d x , f v, x ª 0 forj j
 4any v g V, x ; D, where D is a countable dense subset of S. Letj
 4 w   ..x .B s x : j G 1 and g s a f v, B p for n G 1. Then, for any « ) 0,j n n
there exists a finite number of sets B , B , . . . , B of X each of diameter1 2 k
 .  . kless than or equal to g q «r2 such that f v, B : D B . Let, forn is1 i
each i, A be a «r2 neighbourhood of B and choose an integer N suchi i
  ..  4 kthat d x , f v, x - «r2 for all j G N. Then x : j G N : D A andj j j is1 i
the diameter of each A is less than or equal to g q « . Because « isi n
arbitrary, it follows that
a B p s a x : j G N p F g 4 .  .  .n j n n
s a f v , B p , .  . . n
w  .x .for each n G 1. Thus a B p s 0 for each n G 1. Because S, as an
 4weakly compact set, is a complete subset of X, the set B s x : j G 1 isj
 .  .precompact. Thus conditions a and b of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
Hence f has a random fixed point.
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a nonempty weakly compact con¨ex subset of a
separable Frechet space and let f : V = S ª X be a 1-set-contracti¨ e randomÂ
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 .  .operator that is either i weakly inward or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder
 .  .condition. If , for any v g V, f v, S is bounded and I y f v, ? is demi-
closed at zero, then f has a random fixed point.
 .Proof. Let f satisfy i . Then take an element ¨ in S and a sequence
 4k of real numbers with 0 - k - 1 and k ª 0 as n ª `. For eachn n n
 .n, consider the mapping f : V = S ª X defined by f v, x s k ¨ qn n n
 .  .1 y k f v, x . The properties of the measure of noncompactness a andn
 .f imply that, for each n, f is a weakly inward 1 y k -set-contractiven n
 .  .random operator. Because, for each v g V, f v, S is bounded, f v, Sn
is bounded too. Thus, for each n, f has a random fixed point j : V ª Sn n
 .  .by Theorem 3.2 i . For each n, define G : V ª WK S byn
G v s w y c l j v ; i G n , 4 .  .n i
 .where WK S is the family of all nonempty weakly compact subsets of S
 .  .and wyc l denotes the weak closure. Define G: VªWK S by G v s
`  .F G v . Because S is weakly compact and X is separable, the weakns1 n
 w x.topology on S is a metric topology cf. Rudin 17, p. 86 . By Himmelberg
w x 6, Theorem 4.1 , G is w-measurable that is, G is measurable with respect
.to the weak topology on S . Thus, by the Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski
w xselection theorem 8 , there exists a w-measurable selector j of G. For
each x* in X*, the dual space of X, the numerically valued function
  .. x* j ? is measurable. Because X is separable, j is measurable cf.
w x.Thomas 24, Theorem 1 . This j is the desired random fixed point of f.
  .4   .4Indeed, for any fixed v g V, some subsequence j v of j vm n
 .  .converges weakly to j v . Because S and f v, S are bounded, k ª 0 asm
m ª `, and
j v y f v , j v s k ¨ y f v , j v , 4 .  .  . .  .m m m m
 .   ..  w x.j v y f v, j v converges strongly to 0 cf. Rudin 17, p. 22 . Be-m m
 .  .   ..cause I y f v, ? is demiclosed at zero, we have j v s f v, j v .
 .  .  .Suppose now condition ii is satisfied. Let z g int S satisfy 1 . Take a
 4sequence k of real numbers such that 0 - k - 1 and k ª 0 asn n n
n ª `. Then one easily sees that the mapping f : V = S ª X defined byn
 .  .  .  .f v, x s k z q 1 y k f v, x is a 1 y k -set-contractive random op-n n n n
erator that satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition. Then, by Theorem
 .  .   . 43.2 ii , f has a random fixed point j . Let G v s w y c l j v : i G nn n n i
 . `  .and G v s F G v . Then, as in the first part of the proof, G isns1 n
weakly measurable and has a measurable selector j . This j is clearly a
random fixed point of f.
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The following is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let S be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex subset of a
separable reflexi¨ e Banach space X and let f : V = S ª X be a 1-set-contrac-
 .  .ti¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward or ii satisfies the
 .Leray]Schauder condition. If , for each v g V, f v, S is bounded and
 .I y f v, ? is demiclosed at zero, then f has a random fixed point.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let S be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex subset of a
separable uniformly con¨ex Banach space X, let g : V = S ª X be a nonex-
pansi¨ e random operator, and let h: V = S ª X be a completely continuous
random operator. If the random operator f s g q h: V = S ª X is either
 .  .i weakly inward or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition, then f has a
random fixed point.
 .Proof. Because X is uniformly convex and thus reflexive and h is
  ..completely continuous, a h v, A s 0 for each subset A of S and for
each v g V. Hence f s g q h: V = S ª X is a 1-set-contractive random
w x  .operator. Further, as in Shahzad 21, proof of Theorem 3.6 , I y f v, ? is
demiclosed at zero for each v g V. Because S is weakly compact, f has a
random fixed point from Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let S be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex subset of a
separable uniformly con¨ex Banach space X, let g : V = S ª X be a LANE
random operator, and let h: V = S ª X be a completely continuous random
 .operator. If the random operator f s g q h: V = S ª X is either i weakly
 .inward or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition, then f has a random
fixed point.
Proof. Because X is reflexive, h: V = S ª X is completely continuous,
and g : V = S ª X is a LANE random operator, f s g q h: V = S ª X
 w x.  .is 1-set-contractive cf. Nussbaum 11 . Also, for each v g V, I y f v, ?
w xis demiclosed at zero as in Shahzad 21, proof of Theorem 3.10 . Hence the
corollary follows from Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.7. Let S be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex subset of a
separable uniformly con¨ex Banach space X and let f : V = S ª X be a
 .continuous semicontracti¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward or
 .ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition. Then f has a random fixed point.
w xProof. By Petryshyn 14, Lemma 3.2 and p. 338 , f is 1-set-contractive
w x  .and, by Browder 5, Theorem 3 I y f v, ? is demiclosed at zero for each
v g V. Theorem 3.3 further implies that f has a random fixed point.
w xRemark 3.8. 1. Theorem 2.1 of Lin 9 and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 of
w xTan and Yuan 22 can be viewed as special cases of Theorem 3.3.
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2. The theorems and corollaries in this paper extend Section 2 of Lin
w x  .9 that is, Theorem 2.1]Corollary 2.2 to weakly inward maps.
w x3. Corollaries 3.4]3.7 were originally proved by Shahzad 21 with
the separability condition on S.
w x4. Corollary 3.5 generalizes Theorems 2.6 and 3.6 of Itoh 7 , Theo-
 . w x w xrem 6 ii of Lin 10 , and Theorem 4 of Xu 25 .
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